
Name: Bettina Hall Unit/Topic: Social Studies/Review Week of: MARCH 14-18, 2022

Lesson Plans

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/
Standards

K.10, K.14C, K.14D K.10, K.14C, K.14D K.10, K.14C, K.14D K.10, K.14C, K.14D K.10, K.14C, K.14D

Objective(s) Students will identify the
United States Flag.

Students will identify the
United States Flag.

Students will identify the
Texas Flag.

Students will identify the
Texas Flag.

Students will identify the United
States and Texas Flag.

Bellwork Songs, poems, fingerplays Songs, poems, fingerplays Songs, poems, fingerplays Songs, poems, fingerplays Songs, poems, fingerplays

Learning
Activities

Watch the read aloud:

https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=0O8KLxUkpus

Talk with your students

about the American Flag,

in particular, how it looks.

Emphasize the amount of

stars on the flag and what

they are for.      Begin a

compare and contrast

chart.

Watch the read aloud:

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=po6QswuXuq

E

Review yesterday’s

information.  Emphasize,

once again, the amount of

stars on the flag and what

they are for.

Watch the read aloud:

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=aDBBkeXyzPI

Talk with your students

about the Texas flag, in

particular, how it looks.

Emphasize the amount of

stars on the flag and what

it is for.  Continue the

compare and contrast

chart.

Watch the read aloud:

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=yR61WhLV_WQ

Review yesterday’s

information.  Emphasize,

once again, the amount of

stars on the flag and what

it is for.

Review information learned
throughout the week.  Review the

compare/contrast chart.

Key
Vocabulary

United States Flag United States Flag Texas Flag Texas Flag United States Flag, Texas Flag

Writing
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Guided/
Independent
Practice

Complete the American

Flag coloring sheet while

talking about the stripes

and MULTIPLE stars.

Turn and talk about the

amount of stars and what

the stripes on the

American flag mean.

Complete the Texas Flag

coloring sheet while

talking about the SINGLE

star.

Turn and talk about the

amount of stars and what

the stripes on the Texas

flag mean.

Turn and talk about the difference
in the American and Texas Flag.

Closure/Home
work

Assessment
-
Formative
Summative
Exit Ticket

Students will explain what

the multiple starts

represent and what the

colors of the flag are.

Students will explain what

the multiple starts

represent and what the

colors of the flag are.

Students will explain what

the single star represents

and what the colors of the

flag are.

Students will explain what

the single star represents

and what the colors of the

flag are.

Students will explain the
difference between the American

and Texas flags.

Key Questions During Lesson

How many stars does the American Flag have?

How many stars does the Texas Flag have?

What are the colors of both the American and Texas flags?


